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Over 1,000 people sign up to 
our Poultry Health Course!

Read how adopting hens 
helps to slow life down
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dear 
supporters

jane howorth mbe
founder & ceo

PS: If you’d like to stay up to date on BHWT newws then subscribe to 
Fresh Laid News, our monthly eNewsletter. 
To subscribe visit bhwt.org.uk/sign-up

It’s summertime and the living for our hens is easy, as the George 
Gershwin song goes. Isn’t it wonderful to enjoy watching our feathery 
friends pottering in the garden; it's definitely one of the simple 
pleasures in my summer. 

This issue shouts loud about the launch of our Massive Open 
Online Course (MOOC) which is well underway with over 1,000 
students now taking part and learning all things hen health. On the 
back of this and the success of our Hen Helpline, we launch our 
Summer Appeal to increase and improve our service to hen keepers;  
I hope you can help us bring it all to fruition just as we have the MOOC. 

We’ve a fabulous interview with one of the most influential Muslims 
in the world, Sarah Joseph, who shares her views on her faith as well 
as her beloved hens of course; it’s an inspirational read. And we’ve a 
whopper of a competition combining some of the best summertime 
treats you could wish for, do have a go... someone's got to win!

I hope you’ll join us in cheering on and supporting Jon, our 2022 
London Marathon runner, he’s focussed on the big event in London 
and clocking up an awful lot of miles in the meantime… hopefully his 
hens are helping to sustain his fitness levels with plenty of protein-
packed eggs.

As always, it’s time for me to pipe down, and you to put your feet 
up and take a few minutes to read all about what you have helped us 
to achieve. All I’ve got to do is to send you another huge thank you for 
making it all possible.

 
Warm wishes
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- OUR STORY -

As Britain’s first national charity to be focused 
on hen welfare, the British Hen Welfare Trust 
has built its mission and reputation on saving 
ex-commercial hens from slaughter by finding 
them new homes as family pets.

The charity also works to educate and 
influence consumers as to how the choices 
they make at the supermarket impact laying 
hen welfare. 

To date, we have found adoptive pet homes 
for over 870,000 ex-commercial laying hens.

If you would like to learn more about the British 
Hen Welfare Trust, please visit our website at 

bhwt.org.uk or scan this QR Code:
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With the nights finally lengthening, what 
better way to lighten up your outdoor space 
than with the Shimmer Solar Egg Mood Light 
from Solar Centre. These multi-coloured solar 
powered mood lights include a hidden solar 
panel which charges during the day so you 
can have an eggs-tra romantic atmosphere  
by night. Nice. 
 
Use code EGG15 to get 15% When you 
buy from: thesolarcentre.co.uk/products/
Shimmer_Solar_Mood_Light_Egg-891-115.
html 
Ends 15.01.23

Egg white without a hen – what the heck?

The Shimmer Solar Egg Mood Light 

A Finnish biotech company has raised  
EUR 10 million to commercialise pioneering 
technology that can produce egg white 
without a hen … yes, really. 
 
    Onego Bio has developed bioalbumen, 
an animal-free protein using a precision 

fermentation process (a little bit like 
fermenting beer).
   
    Er, why you might ask? Because Onego Bio 
has rightly identified the growing demand for 
animal-free products.  The process involves 
the development of a safe, sustainable and 
cost-effective cellular agriculture method to 
produce ovalbumin, the most abundant egg 
white protein.  With water, sugar and minerals 
added Onego Bio claim to have created an 
efficient product which will be marketed 
as a food ingredient to the bakery and 
confectionery industry as well as to the fitness 
sector as a supplement. For more information 
visit foodnavigator.com
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eggy news

Did you know...Swanton Vintage Day, held in the little village of 
Swanton, Lincolnshire has hosted a World Egg Throwing Competition and Egg Roulette 
Championship since 2005. People compete in a series of challenges of throwing the best 
egg at their fellow competitors in the hopes of winning trophies and glory!

The power of the egg

We love receiving a fresh warm egg or two 
from our feathered friends every morning, 
but have you ever thought about how one 
egg a day could be the new breakfast 
health trend? We’re not talking about hens 
laying more eggs, as they already work hard 
enough, but a new initiative named ‘Vision 
365’ which aims to promote the consumption 
of at least one egg per person per day in the 
name of health. The campaign aims to build the 
reputation of the egg based on the scientific 

fact that eggs are an essential food for health.  
 
The International Egg Commission (IEC) 
unleashes its new 10-year boost to double egg 
consumption globally. And we hope the IEC 
remembers hen welfare during its promotional 
campaign and will be watching.  
 
    The power of the egg is even more reason to  
adopt a flock yourself, so you can eat sustain- 
able, free-range happy eggs all year round.
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rehoming roundup

In our last edition, we thanked you for the 
incredible amount of money you raised 
for our Christmas 2021 Appeal – almost 
£39,000. 
 
    Now, we want to let you know how your 
kind donations are making a difference.  
 
    Thanks to your support we’ve been able 
to provide walk-in runs to rehoming teams 
across the country and access to hen-friendly 
vets for those who need extra care. 
 

Your donations in action
    The largest slice of your donations covers 
vet fees and your support will help poorly 
hens over the next year.  Two hens who have 
already accessed vet care funded through 
our Christmas Appeal donations are Bee and 
Mary. 
 
    Bee was having breathing problems, so 
her poorly carer Amy took her to the vet 
where she was given a check-up and a 
course of antibiotics. Whilst the problem 
hasn’t yet totally disappeared, Amy says 
Bee has stabilised and is now a robust and 
independent chicken.

 
    Mary had a lump clearly visible on her 
bald bottom. Poorly carer Keeley wanted 
to make sure there was nothing suspicious 
about it, so took her to the vet for advice and 
reassurance. Mary was diagnosed with a 
hernia and although the decision was taken 
not to operate, Kealy now feels reassured  
and says Mary is happy and healthy.

Oxfordshire team and hens all keen to try out the new walk-in runs

Kealy's Mary is now happier than ever.
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rehoming roundup

Like us, you were probably thrilled when the 
Avian Influenza (AI) housing order was lifted 
and it has been heart-warming to see so 
many of you sharing pictures and videos on 
social media of your hens enjoying their first 
moments back in the big outdoors.
 
    So far this year we’ve been able to rehome 
more than 19,000 hens – which takes our 
GRAND TOTAL since the charity set up to over 
870,000. Wow, or what?!
 
    That’s more than 19,000 lucky hens who are 
now enjoying a happy retirement and we’re 
grateful to everyone who welcomed a hen or 
three into their family, thank you. 

Over 19,000 hens adopted - hurrah!

    Please keep sharing your stories, pictures 
and videos that show how just how much joy 
these birds bring when they are given the 
chance to become family pets. Your hens just 
might inspire someone else to adopt.
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Well, I’m thrilled to share with you that 
the course has now been launched. And 
to report that more than 1,000 people 
have registered in the first month from 
around the UK and including as far afield as 
Afghanistan, America and Nepal.   
 
    Ground-breaking projects like these are only 
possible with the continued support of people 
like you. So, thank you.  
 

BHWT founder Jane Howorth tells all about our 
new ground-breaking online poultry course 

Over the past couple of months, you might have seen updates 
about an online course that we’ve been working on alongside the 

University of Nottingham.



    I also want to thank our wonderful patron, 
Kate Humble, who fronts the course and  
Dr Robert Atterbury and Professor Paul 
Barrow as well as the always helpful and 
supportive Sarah Stubbings and Simon Barnett 

Kate Humble

Our Poultry Health course is fronted by TV presenter and BHWT 
patron Kate Humble. 
 
Kate said, “Many vets in the UK are familiar with treating more exotic species, like 
arachnids or lizards, as well as our regular domestic pets. But many vet practices are not 
familiar with treating poultry. 
 
    “Through this course, you will gain a broad insight into all aspects relating to poultry, 
including chickens, waterfowl, and game birds. It will enhance your understanding of the 
differences between the different poultry keeping communities and give you an insight 
into the different approaches that may be needed with each one, whether it’s commercial 
rearing, show birds, or people keeping poultry as pets.”

all from the University of Nottingham which 
is renowned for its poultry courses and has 
provided invaluable insight and support.  In 
short we couldn’t have done it without them.  
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    There is, however, a ‘star of the show’ 
- someone who I’ve known for around 20 
years and who has had the courage to learn 
through experience many pioneering skills 
to help our beloved hens.  Our local vet and 
charity Trustee, Marcella Perversi MCRVS 
allowed us to video surgical procedures 
never before seen on hens and these feature 
within the course.  Marcella, graduated at 
the Facolta di Medicina, University of Turin in 
1996 and began her career in small animal 
and emergency veterinary clinics based in 
the South West. She’s now working as senior 
small animal vet at the Westridge Vet clinic in 
Winkleigh and regularly uses her veterinary 
acupuncturist skills on her patients. 

 
    The Poultry Health course, available via 
FutureLearn, is aimed at vets, vet nurses and 
vet students, but is open to anyone with an 
interest in poultry.  
 
    Topics covered on the course include basic 
anatomy and physiology, routine husbandry, 
specific infectious and non-infectious 
diseases, common surgical procedures, the 
basis of infection control, parasite control, 

    A very special thank you too, to Gaynor 
Davies RVN A-SQP, long-serving, hen-loving 
colleague and friend; with her veterinary nurse 
background Gaynor has been instrumental 
in helping to bring all the course content 
together. In short, invaluable.

 

Marcella Perversi MCRVS

Gaynor Davies RVN A-SQP

What students will learn
    By the end of the course, participants  
will be able to:
• confidently diagnose and treat most 
  common poultry conditions
• describe the differences between the 
  various housing systems and 
  categories of poultry
• understand current legislation and 
  policy in relation to hen medications 
  and nutrition
• describe the rationale for biosecurity  
  and need for infection control. 
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vaccines and viruses, the difference between 
layers and broilers, nutrition, legal aspects 
and whether poultry feel pain. 
 
    We hope our course will plug the obvious 
gap in veterinary poultry education and as pet 
hens become more popular that our course 
will result in keepers able to seek advice and 
treatment from local knowledgeable vets.  
 
    Please share news of our course with your 
local vet, the more who understand how to 
care and treat hens, the better it will be for 
flocks everywhere. You can register for our 
course here:  
bhwt.org.uk/improving-pet-hen-health/
poultry-health-course/ 
 
    Our course is available free of charge, 
although donations are appreciated and will 
help us to continue our work to help hens:  
bhwt.org.uk/donate/poultry-health-course-
donation/

Turn to page 42 to see why this course is so 
needed to improve care for pet hens.

     The BHWT teamed up 
with the University of 
Nottingham to create the 
course which is designed 
for veterinary professionals 
and hen keepers.

    Dr Robert Atterbury, Associate Professor  
in Microbiology at the university, said, 
“We are delighted to have partnered 
with the British Hen Welfare Trust in the 
development and delivery of this course. 
My research over the past 20 years has 
focussed on poultry diseases and finding 
new ways that they can be controlled. 
Despite their growing importance in 
agriculture, and now as companion 
animals, poultry receive relatively little 
attention in veterinary education.  
 
    “The School of Veterinary Medicine and 
Science at the University of Nottingham  
is proud to launch this fantastic, free 
resource for people who may need to 
care for backyard poultry, either as 
professionals or hobbyists.”

Dr Robert Atterbury
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We are delighted to have recently been 
featured in the Marsh Charitable Trust’s 
Annual Review for 2020-21, which marked 
their 40th anniversary. The Trust offers 
long-term core funding to smaller charities 
with a focus on areas such as education, 
the arts and social welfare as well as animal 
welfare. 
 
“We are pleased to be supporters of the 
British Hen Welfare Trust, having supported 
the charity since 2008. At the Marsh 
Charitable Trust, we aim to create long term 
funding relationships with the organisations 
that we support and are proud to have done 
so with the Trust to help highlight such an 
important cause.” 

The Marsh Charitable Trust

We’re extremely grateful to be one of the 
Marsh Charitable Trust's nominated charities. 
We wish them every success as they continue 
to provide much needed support and 
recognition to both charities and volunteers. 
 
Find out more about the Marsh Charitable 
Trust’s work at marshcharitabletrust.org
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    In 2004 she was awarded an OBE for 
her services to interfaith dialogue and the 
promotion of women’s rights. Sarah has 
also lectured globally on Islam for over 25 
years and is a regular speaker on BBC Radio 
2 Breakfast Show’s ‘Pause for Thought’ 
segment.  

    On top of that she’s also mum to three 
children and a flock of hens from the BHWT, 
having adopted chickens from us since 2007. 
We managed to grab a spot in Sarah’s busy 
schedule to ask her about her work, her 
beliefs and, of course, her hens… 
 

Sarah Joseph, editor and CEO of Muslim lifestyle brand company emel Media, is 
one of the 500 most influential Muslims in the world according to a list compiled by 

Georgetown University and the Royal Jordanian Strategic Studies Centre.  

‘Adopting hens is one way that I try to live 
smaller, slower and within the planet’s means.’
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    How does it feel to be recognised as one 
of the world’s most influential Muslims? 
What does it mean to you? 
 
    Awards and lists don’t mean a great deal 
to me on a personal basis. They have never 
formed part of why I do what I do. However, if 
they help shine a light on the work that I do, 
and the causes that I care about, then I don’t 
mind them.  
 
    You grew up in a model agency before 
converting to Islam aged 16, what inspired 
that transition? 
 
    My mother, Valerie Askew, was a reluctant 
model agent. She needed a job, and was in 
a particular place, at a particular time, but 
she was grounded by the fact that she was a 
single mother with five children. 
 
    I was literally brought up in the agency from 
three weeks old, and it taught me a lot. 
When everyone around you is beautiful, 
their external appearance and the glamour, 
become irrelevant. You find other ways of 
working them out.  As a child, I would watch 
and assess the models. The superficial 
became irrelevant to me, and I would strive 
to go deeper. According to my mother, I had a 
deep spiritual belief even when I was tiny, and 
that has formed a huge part of my life. 
 
    Social justice and a belief in the Divine have 
been the two wings of my being my entire life, 
and Islam manages to bring those two things 
together in a coherent way for me. It may not 
be very fashionable to hold such beliefs, but 
then I grew up amidst the very fashionable, 
and was never enamoured by that world! 

    Almost 20 years ago, you founded emel 
Media Group, because of a powerful desire 

to say what Muslims stood for, and  
what they could contribute as opposed to 
what they were against. Is your desire to 
provide that platform as strong now as it 
was then – is the need still as great, or  
even greater? 
 
    After 9/11 I spent a solid year of my life 
on the road. I was on almost every media 
outlet imaginable.  I was giving talks in town 
halls and civic centres, church halls and 
synagogues, universities, and schools. 
 
    I would explain that Islam was anti-violence, 
anti-extremism, anti-terrorism. By the end of 
that year, I was physically and emotionally 
exhausted. You cannot keep defining yourself 
according to an “anti”. 
 
    My husband and I felt driven to say what 
Islam was for: for justice, for beauty, for other 
human beings, for the planet. emel was 
about articulating that, and so we covered 
everything from food to fashion, technology 
to travel, gardening to politics, faith to interior 
design. We had four Cs: Confident people are 
better able to Contribute to the Common good 
and Connect to each other. 
 
    Your passion is to get people to  
recognise their shared humanity, and our 
common responsibility to this Earth, do you 
see adopting commercial hens as part and 
parcel of this philosophy? 
 
    What my own life has taught me is that 
every faith/race/nationality has caring kind 
compassionate people, and every faith/race/
nationality has bullies and oppressors. What 
we all share is this one planet, and unless 
we recognise that we have a collective 
responsibility to this planet we are all going  
to be in trouble. 
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    I wrote my first essay on the environment 
back in the early 1980s. The issues I was 
reflecting on as a young teenager are the 
issues we are facing today, but worse. 
 
    Back then it was looking at the predictions 
that would happen unless we acted, now we 
are faced with the consequences of 40 years 
of global political apathy. 
 
    Adopting commercial hens is one way that 
I try to live smaller, live slower, live within 
the planet’s means. I am far from perfect in 
my actions, but if we all strive to do our bit 
to consume less, to reuse more, and to be 
more conscious about all our choices, I think 
we would go some way to solving the world’s 
problems.
 
    What have been some of your best 
experiences of keeping hens over the past 
15 years?  
 
    From the age of seven, my heart knew that 
I wanted to keep chickens! It may well have 
been episodes of The Good Life which did it!
 
    My children were small when we rehomed 
our first BHWT hens. When we went to pick 
them up, we were all pretty distressed to see 
320 hens, balding, with enlarged colourless 
combs, grouped together, looking bewildered. 
 
    Our son chose a hen that had only one 
eye, reasoning that very few people would 
want her. She was named Captain Cyclops, 
for obvious reasons, but was known as CC for 
short.
 
    Our eldest daughter was matter of fact, 
taking any hen as they all needed a home. Our 
youngest daughter, then just seven, was really 
upset though, “I don’t think I can do this”, 

she sobbed. The volunteers were wonderful 
and found her a hen who looked a little bit 
healthier – and she was named Babs. She  
was one of the funniest and strongest hens 
we have ever had. 
 
    Our most recent rehoming of four hens 
with BHWT has been a wonderful experience. 
To see them go from balding, fearful and 
cautious creatures, to doing their chicken 
dance, scratching away, and dustbathing in 
the sun is such a joyful experience. 
 
Why do you love having hens as pets so 
much? 
 
When I finish work, I like to go to the back of 
the garden and just sit and watch them. I find 
it incredibly soothing and calming. The hens 
we have rehomed from BHWT have been 
some of the friendliest hens we have ever 
had.  
 
On a practical note, we garden organically, 
and are always trying to look at how we 
can reduce our impact on the earth. Hens 
help keep a closed circle system within a 
garden. They eat the weeds and some of 
the vegetable peelings. Their poop and their 
bedding go into the compost, which in turn 
nourishes the soil. They also can help keep 
down certain bugs in the garden.  
 
Eggs are an added bonus. The eggs decrease 
transportation costs, and we know exactly 
where our eggs are from, and how the 
chickens have been treated. One of my 
favourite things is to gather up some spinach 
leaves, herbs, onion leaves, and some eggs, 
and to cook myself an omelette. It’s rather 
idyllic! Certainly a taste of the good life… and  
all thanks to my adorable, feathered friends. 
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G DEGGS 

Jon Joy is the lucky person chosen to 
represent the BHWT in this year’s London 
Marathon. 
 
Jon, who began adopting from us in 2020 and 
now has eight hens, is hoping to raise £2,000 
and achieve a personal best time of 3 hours 
30 minutes when he tackles the 26.2 mile 
challenge this October. 
 
Jon, who is also a volunteer for the Berkshire 
rehoming team, said, “I ran a marathon in 
2017 and do lots of half-marathons but I’ve 
always wanted to do the London Marathon. 
“Having the opportunity to do the race 

London Marathon will be a chicken run for Jon

for a charity that I volunteer for and know 
first-hand the incredible work they do on a 
hen rehoming day just makes it even more 
special.” 

Jon’s training includes gym sessions five 
times a week and regular runs to a maximum 
distance of 22 miles. 
 
You can sponsor Jon and help the BHWT at 
justgiving.com/fundraising/jonjoy2022.
Jon is also charting his fundraising journey 
on Instagram, which you can follow via: @
run4hens.
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Top Left: Baby on pest control for 
Catherine Murray and her wonderful 
garden 

Top Middle: Audrey having a cheeky 
slurp of Katherine Lines’ G&T

Top Right: Jenni Jarvis’ grandson Toby 
hanging out with his Great Grandad’s 
hens

Bottom Left: Squawky, Snappy and 
Small enjoying the sunshine on Ann 
Harris’ patio

Bottom Right: Sapphire, ready for her 
picnic with Liam Forrester
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that's hentertainment
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good eggs

Paul Checkley first adopted hens from the 
BHWT after a Community Psychiatric Nurse 
caring for him told Paul about his own 
experience of adopting our hens. 
 
    Paul, who has long struggled with poor mental 
health, says his hens give him ‘light in the 
darkness’: “They give me so much peace in my 
troubled mind and I would like to think they feel 
the same about me. Every day is different, they 
have their own personalities, funny, unpredictable, 
and loving. I still shed a tear of joy when I see them 
basking in the sunshine and dust bathing and most 
of all, free.
 
    “Sitting outside one day with my girls and 
relaxing, the thought came into my mind what 
would happen if the BHWT were unable to 
continue in the community due to lack of charitable 
donations. Our girls would be in danger of never 
realising a forever home.”
 
    Paul decided to make a monthly direct debit to 
the charity as well as holding a fundraising event 
with the support of his partner Angela and the local 
community. Paul held an event at his local cricket 
club with various stalls including a raffle, tombola, 
bake sale, a ‘name the hen’ game and free-range 
egg sale. The event raised a fantastic £560.97 for 
the BHWT. 
 
    Paul said, “The girls have changed my life for 
the better, I still have my old friends 'the black dogs' 
visit me, but my girls are there for me and me for 

them, without the BHWT none of this would have 
been possible and I would still be consumed in a 
dark world.”  
 
    Paul's story really touches us, so a massive 
thank you from all of us at Hen Central to you Paul 
for everything you’ve done for our hens! 

Forever Helping Hens
    Leaving a gift in your Will could help us to make 
positive changes for thousands more hens waiting 
for their retirement now, and in the future. Our 
long-time supporter Paul Checkley said this about 
making his lasting legacy to the BHWT:

     “I want their [the BHWT’s] legacy to go on and 
on, freeing more and more hens and educating 
people to understand that there is no room for 
battery hen farming in a civilized world. I feel 
so strongly about this that I have amended my 
Will to include a donation to the BHWT so that 
my grandchildren and future generations can be 
assured that as long as we have the BHWT, then 
our girls have hope.” - Paul Checkley 

    Learn more about how you can leave a gift in 
your Will at: bhwt.org.uk/donate/leave-a-legacy/

Giving back to the 
hens that have 
helped him so much
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fundraising focus

Calling all keen bakers! WE want to use 
YOUR culinary skills to help OUR hens!
    We’re looking for people to Bake for Hens’ 
Sake and raise vital funds to support our life-
saving work. 

    Whether you fancy yourself as the next 
Great British Bake-Off winner or have a more 
‘homely’ approach, it really doesn’t matter...
you can even buy your baked goodies if you 
want! 
 
    All we ask is that you hold a bake sale, 
free-range of course, with the profits being 
donated to the BHWT.  You can do this 
whenever and wherever you want – at work, 

a family barbecue, a get-together with friends, 
at school. 
 
We’ll send you a free Bake for Hens’ Sake 
pack to promote your event which includes:
• Two recipe cards 
• Posters to set up around your stall  
• Some edible cake toppers
• Place cards for your delicious display
• A 'Guess the Eggs' game sheet
It’s all about having fun while raising much 
needed funds – and it’s all for our hens.
Download your free pack from: bhwt.org.uk/
fundraise/bake-for-hens-sake/ 

Bake cakes, raise funds, help hens
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Call 01621 841 188
for friendly advice on the Dengie Help Line

Developed in association with the British Hen Welfare Trust
Chopped, dust extracted straw bedding, 100% biodegradable

A natural soft straw bedding 
containing pine oil for ultimate 
freshness, helping your chickens to feel 
warm and cosy. Available in big value 
100 ltr and easy-to-handle 50 ltr bales.

Photo credit: The Garden Smallholder
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fundraising focus

When our beloved pet falls ill, all we want 
to do (besides give them a cuddle) is try 
to make it better by seeking advice and 
reassurance.  

   When your pet is a cat or dog, that’s not so 
difficult as there are plenty of vets out there  
to help, but when you have a pet hen, it can 
be much harder to find a local practice with 
the right expertise. 

   That’s why a few years ago, we set up our 
Hen Helpline as the first line of support for 
hens by providing guidance to keepers on 
health or behavioural issues. And, should 
                         the worst happen, our  
                         Helpline also offers a 
                         bereavement service. 

Our Hen Helpline needs you
   Our aim is to help as many hens as possible, 
wherever they are, which is why our Helpline 
is accessible to everyone, not just BHWT 
supporters with ex-bats. Anyone who has 
a hen-related question can call or email.  
Through our Hen Helpline we’ve helped hens 
as far afield as Spain and Africa. And we want 
to help more. 

   In the first five months of this year, we 
responded to more than 700 enquiries, 
providing free support for everything from eye 
problems and fractured legs to animal attacks 
and bullying. To deliver this much-needed 
service costs over £2,000 every month.  
In order to meet the increasing demand for 
support, we urgently need your help today. 

   This summer we’re appealing for your help 
to do this by making a donation. If you are 
able to give a gift today, please go to bhwt.
org.uk/donate/hen-helpline-appeal/ 

   I know times are hard for many right now,  
so anything you can give would be greatly 
appreciated and will help make a big 
difference to hens everywhere.

find the golden egg 
If you’re patient enough to find it, you could win a 50ml and 250ml Natural Antiseptic 
Spray from Leucillin! Leucillin Antiseptic Skincare provides a high strength healthcare 
solution for all first aid applications, soothing skin and cleansing eyes, beaks and vents,  
it is a 100% safe, non-toxic, one-step topical pathogen control spray ideal for treating hens.  
To enter, visit our competitions page on our website at bhwt.org.uk/competitions where  
you can submit the page number of the hidden golden egg before 15/10/2022.

Call 01621 841 188
for friendly advice on the Dengie Help Line

Developed in association with the British Hen Welfare Trust
Chopped, dust extracted straw bedding, 100% biodegradable

A natural soft straw bedding 
containing pine oil for ultimate 
freshness, helping your chickens to feel 
warm and cosy. Available in big value 
100 ltr and easy-to-handle 50 ltr bales.

Photo credit: The Garden Smallholder
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volunteer view

Team Surrey has recently welcomed three 
new volunteers to help with rehoming 
efforts in the area. 

Camilla Raynam and Sally de la Bedoyere are our new 
joint co-ordinators and Sally 2 is our new rehoming 
assistant. 

We asked them to share with us why they wanted to 
volunteer and their experience so far…

Camilla, a doctor, said, “Joining BHWT has been one 
of my best decisions, helping give the hens a fresh 
start and a happy retirement is so rewarding.  

“It is hard work but an honour to do it with the Surrey 
team members who are all so committed –  
no challenge stops us! I look forward to many more 
years supporting this great cause! Everyone needs 
hens in their lives!” 

Sally, who is the former CEO of the Blue Cross charity 
and currently Chair of Southwest Wildlife Fundraising 
Ltd, said, “I am a keen supporter of animal welfare 
and have always had a soft spot for chickens, 
particularly the plight of commercially farmed ones.  
I started rehoming them about 12 years ago and love 
their personality quirks and fresh eggs.  

 

“I joined the BHWT as joint volunteer coordinator in 
April and have really enjoyed being hands on as a 
volunteer. The- homing day is always very rewarding 
especially meeting the adopters and working with 
some terrific volunteers.  

“Catching some naughty escapees remains a 
highlight!” 

Sally 2, a judge, said, “I had adopted many hens from 
the BHWT over the years and, after a break since 
2015, wanted to adopt some more. As I move slowly 
toward semi-retirement and retirement, I was looking 
for volunteer work and BHWT is appealing on many 
levels: outdoor work with animals, in a team and for a 
wonderful cause. 

“I have only just started with one rehoming day in 
Guildford which was terrific fun in early May. I brought 
home four hens, three I'd ordered and a 'lucky'. 
Frida (Kahlo), Martha (Gelhorn), Amelia (Earhart) 
and Emmeline (Pankhurst) have settled beautifully: 
decimating my garden and coexisting cheerfully with 
my cats.”

If you’d like to volunteer, we have lots of vacancies, 
particularly for drivers and new host sites, around the 
UK. Find out if you could make a difference in your 
area: bhwt.org.uk/get-involved/volunteer/

Trio of new volunteers join Team Surrey

Camilla Raynam, Team Surrey Joint Coordinator 
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product spotlight

with some brand-new chicken feeders and drinkers for your flock - from vibrant green to 
pink and blue we have your favourite colour covered! 

Eton Cottage Bucket Drinker - £40.95

Eton Cottage Garden Trough Feeder - £30.95

Eton Cottage Garden Feeder - £38.95

Freshen up your garden...
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shop.bhwt.org.uk

2 Litre Feathers and
Beaky Drinker - £19.99

Hot Chick Feeder - £10.95

1.5 Litre Hot Chick Drinker - £6.95

Hen Party Feeder - £13.95

3 Litre Hen Party Drinker - £8.45

Feathers and Beaky 
Feeder - £19.99
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To enter, fill in our summer bundle competition 
form at bhwt.org.uk/competitions . One winner 
will be drawn on 08/08/2022.
Terms & Conditions: The competition closes on 27/05/2022. The 
winner will be chosen at random by the BHWT. The winner will be 
notified by email or phone. No cash alternative available. By entering 
the competition, you agree that you have the legal capacity to do 
so and agree to these terms and conditions. The winning prize is a 
12-month subscription for The Simple Things magazine worth £53 by 
Iceberg Press. There is no entry fee and no purchase required. To 
enter the competition, you must answer the question on our related 
competition page on the BHWT website. If, due to circumstances 
beyond their control, The Simple Things or the BHWT is unable to 
provide the stated prize, they reserve the right to award a substitute 
prize of equal or greater value. The competition is open to UK 
residents aged 18 or over, except employees of The Simple Things 
and the BHWT and their immediate families, or anyone professionally 
associated with this promotion. The prize winner agrees to the use of 
their name for promotional purposes.

competition corner

Now that’s what we call FABBYDOODLEDOO!
Enter and be in with a chance to get your hands on these serious 
goodies from our friends and partners.

WIN our summer bundle featuring prizes 
from Sophie Allport, Higgidy, Belvoir 
Farm and Sarah Raven, worth £300!

Included in the Summer Bundle Competition:
• A £100 Sarah Raven voucher to spend on their 
range
• A Sophie Allport picnic blanket from their latest 
strawberries range
• Six 750ml bottles from Belvoir Farm in a selection 
of Sparkling Elderflower, Sparkling Elderflower & 
Rose and Non-alcoholic Passionfruit Martini
• A big yummy Higgidy bundle:
    - Mediterranean Pepper & Feta Quiche
    - Garden Greens & Ricotta Quiche
    - Petit Pois & Whipped Feta Quiche
    - Petit Pois & Courgette Vegan Little Quiche 
    - Roasted Chickpea & Masala Pie
    - Sweet Potato Katsu Curry Slice
    - Spinach, Feta & Red Pepper Slice
    - Mature Cheddar & Onion Slice
    AND not one, but two Higgidy cookbooks!
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Lemon posset tarts
RECIPE BY HIGGIDY 
Makes 6 tarts

• 500 g sweet shortcrust pastry (see recipe below)
• Flour for dusting
• 300 ml double cream
• 75 g caster sugar 
• Finely grated zest of 1 lemon
• 2 tbsp lemon juice 
• 100 g raspberries 
• 1-2 tbsp chopped pistachio
You’ll also need 6 x 10 cm shallow, tartlet tins

1. Start by making the sweet shortcrust pastry according 
to the method found later on this page and rest in the 
fridge for 30 minutes before using. 

2. Roll out the pastry on a lightly floured surface until it 
is the thickness of fifty pence piece. Line the tartlet tins 
and prick the bases with a fork. Chill for 30 minutes. Set 
the oven to 180C fan/gas mark 6 and preheat a baking 
sheet.

3. Line the tart tins with pieces of crumpled non-stick 
baking paper and baking beans. Bake in the oven for 
15 minutes, remove the paper and beans, and return to 
the oven for a further 8-10 minutes or until the base is 
dry and the edges are beginning to turn golden.  The 
base of the case should now feel dry to the touch and 
completely baked through. Set aside to cool completely. 

4. Combine the cream; sugar and lemon zest in a small 
pan over a low heat and stir constantly, until the sugar is 

completely dissolved. When bubbles start to form around 
the edges of the mixture, continue cooking gently 
without stirring for 2 minutes, try not to let the mixture 
boil. Remove from the heat and stir through the lemon 
juice. Finally, strain into a jug to remove any of the ‘bits’. 

5. Remove the pastry cases from the tart tins, place 
your raspberries in the tart cases and pour the cooled 
but not cold lemon filling around them, not being afraid 
to let some of them poke out. Scatter with the chopped 
pistachios and allow to set in the fridge for a minimum 
of 2 hours. 

Sweet shortcrust pastry recipe
250 g plain flour, plus a little for dusting
50 g icing sugar
A pinch of salt
135 g butter, well chilled and cut into small cubes
1 medium free-range egg, beaten
2–3 tbsp ice-cold water or whole milk

1. Sift the flour, icing sugar and salt into a large bowl or 
a food processor. Add the butter cubes and lightly rub in 
with your fingertips or pulse until the mixture resembles 
breadcrumbs.

2. Add the beaten egg and cold water or milk and use a 
round-bladed knife or pulse to combine the ingredients 
until the pastry comes together, adding a tiny bit more 
liquid if needed.

3. Gather it up with your hands and knead very briefly 
into a ball on a lightly floured surface. Try not to handle it 
too much at this stage, or the fat will get warm, and the 
pastry will become tricky to use and may turn out tough 
and chewy. Wrap in clingfilm and chill for 30 minutes 
before use.

tasty treats
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tasty treats
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Tomato, feta and piquillo pepper frittata

tasty treats

RECIPE PROVIDED BY delicious. magazine
Serves 4

Make Ahead: Cook the frittata up to 1 day ahead. Cool 
completely, then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge. Take it out of the fridge 30-60 minutes before 
serving.

Know-how: Piquillo peppers are a variety of sweet 
chilli often grown in Spain, roasted and packed in jars 
in a light pickle. They aren’t spicy and have a lovely 
sweet, smoky flavour. They’re available from larger 
supermarkets and online. Use flame roasted red 
peppers, halved or quartered, if you can’t find piquillos.

• 2 tbsp olive oil
• 1 small onion, thinly sliced
• 1 garlic clove, crushed
• 1 tsp thyme, leaves picked and chopped,  
  plus extra to serve
• 4 piquillo peppers, drained and sliced (see Know-how)
• 6 free-range eggs
• 2 tbsp whole milk
• 125 g feta, crumbled
• 25 g parmesan or vegetarian alternative, finely grated
• 250 g cherry tomatoes, halved
• 1 tbsp chives, snipped, plus a few chive flowers for 
  decoration (optional)

You’ll also need a 17 cm x 23 cm baking dish lined with 
compostable baking paper (make sure it comes up the 
sides of the dish and overhangs all round)

1. Heat the oil in a small frying pan over a medium heat. 
Fry the onion, garlic and thyme for 6-8 minutes until 
just beginning to soften. Season, then stir in the piquillo 
peppers and remove from the heat.

2. Whisk the eggs, milk and a pinch of salt together 
in a large bowl. Stir in the cheeses, followed by the 
tomatoes, chopped chives and onion mixture. Pour into 
the prepared baking dish.

3. Heat the oven to 170C fan/gas mark 5. Lay some 
chive flowers (if using) and extra thyme sprigs on top, 
then bake for 20-25 minutes until the frittata is golden 
and firm in the middle. Allow to cool a little before 
slicing, then serve warm or cold (see Make Ahead).
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Summer picnic whirls

tasty treats

RECIPE PROVIDED BY WAITROSE* 
Makes: 16 whirls

Plain flour, for dusting
• 2 x 220 g balls frozen pizza dough, defrosted
• 3 tbsp tomato chutney
• 150 g Président Emmental Grated
• 2 x 280 g jars Cooks’ Ingredients Chargrilled Peppers
• 100 g pack free-range sliced ham with rosemary and 
thyme

1. Preheat the oven to 200C/gas mark 6; line a baking 
sheet with baking parchment. On a lightly floured 
surface, roll each ball of pizza dough to a rectangle 
(about 28 cm x 18 cm).

2. Leaving a 2 cm clear border along both of the longer 
edges, spread 1½ tbsp chutney over each rectangle of 
dough. Sprinkle with the Emmental and arrange the 
chargrilled peppers on top. Lay the slices of ham over 
the top and press down lightly to compact the filling.

3. Starting at one of the longer edges, roll up one of the 
pizza dough rectangles into a log. Cut into 8 equal rolls 
and arrange on the parchment. Repeat with the other 
dough rectangle. Bake for 15-20 minutes. Cool for 5 
minutes before serving, or leave to cool completely. Put 
in a cool bag with an ice block if taking on a picnic or 
store in an airtight container for up to 2 days.

*Recipe provided by Waitrose & Partners. Thousands 
more recipes can be found at www.waitrose.com/
recipes. 
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We all know how great pets can be for 
children, providing them with another friend 
as well as teaching them responsibility and the 
importance of caring for others. 

    We might be a bit biased, but we think chickens 
make better companions than cats and dogs for 
our little ones. And we’re not the only ones! 

    Lots of BHWT supporters have sent in pictures 
and told us stories that illustrate the bonds their 
children have with their pet hens.

    Such as Melanie Hindley, a theatre producer 
who lives on the Isle of Bute with her husband 
Charlie and son Angus, seven. 

    The family first got hens in 2012 and Melanie 
told us the chickens were particularly beneficial 

The perfect pets for children

during lockdown when Angus had less interaction 
with other people. 

    Melanie says, “Angus is an only child, and during 
the first lockdown there were a few months where 
he didn’t see another child, or any other family or 
friends, all the playgrounds were closed, he didn’t 
go to school or even to any shops. His whole world 
consisted solely of our garden and our house….
and his girls. 

    “We often found Angus in the coop with the 
chooks or just wandering around the garden with 
them, often with his favourite, Barbara, tucked 
under his arm.  All of us struggled with home 
schooling and the unknown of the pandemic 
but the hens provided lots of interest and funny 
moments amid anxiety, stress and frustration.”   

Angus (top), Edward (bottom left) and Henry (bottom right) enjoy spending time with their hens in the garden
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    These sneaky critters are extremely good at 
hiding themselves out of sight in cracks and 
crevices; you think you’ve found them all but 
discover they have just relocated to a different 
hiding place.  
 
    Red mites love the summer warmth and are 
tiny at 0.6 to 1mm in size. If you find one in 
your hen house before it has had its meal of 

blood it will be grey, and you could easily be 
fooled into thinking a cluster of mites is a pile 
of dust. Fast forward to dusk when all your 
birds are roosting and nodding off to sleep 
and red mites show their true colour (literally). 
Just like tiny vampires they climb onto any 
nearby hen and drink their fill. Once they are 
satiated, they head back to their hiding place, 
now red. 

Ready steady red mites – act NOW!

Keeping hens is a real privilege. You get to see their little personalities 
turn into big characters and as each becomes bolder, you start to fall in love 
with hen keeping even more. But there’s one thing about hen keeping that 

no one likes. Pesky red mites. 
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    Other chemical-based products are 
available and should always be used with care 
and as directed by the manufacturer. Don’t 
like chemicals? It is possible now to purchase 
tiny Androlis predatory mites which feed off 
the red mites but are harmless to your hens. 
However, the most recent advance in red mite 
treatment is a product available from your 
vet which can be added to drinking water 
and kills 99% of mites instantly. If you have 
a particularly bad infestation this may be the 
best option but do ask your vet. 
 
    Dustbathing is also a natural way to keep 
parasites at bay. Normally, hens dig a hole 
in dry soil but if you want to preserve your 
garden, give them a helping hand. Make a 
dust bath using a child’s paddling pool, a large 
litter tray or similar, add in dry soil, wood ash, 
sand and of course Diatomaceous Earth and 
watch your hens enjoying a spa day – they 
will love it!  And the red mites won’t.

healthy hens
 
    If they are so good at hiding, how can 
you tell if your hens are sharing their homes 
with unwanted guests? 
    If you find your hens are reluctant to go to 
bed at night that is usually an indication you 
have unwanted visitors. Other signs include 
increased preening, pale combs and wattles 
due to anaemia, scratching and feather 
pecking. 
 
    A good way to check is to place a piece of 
white towelling material at the ends of the 
perches. Red mites will hide inside the folds of 
the towelling thinking they are well hidden but 
obvious to the casual observer. A scrunched-
up plastic bag in the corner of the hen house 
will provide a similar result. Running your 
hand along the underside of a perch (look for 
red streaks on your hands) and checking the 
end of the perches routinely will also help. 
 
   How do you get rid of these unwanted 
guests, or better still, stop them from 
moving in in the first place? 
 
    Back in the 1940’s this involved attacking 
your hen house with Creosote, dusting birds 
with sodium fluoride and creating a dust 
bath with flowers of sulphur. Fortunately, 
things have moved on since then, and where 
possible we advise to go natural. Your best 
friend should become Diatomaceous Earth, a 
fine white powder consisting of the fossilized 
remains of tiny diatoms (prehistoric bugs). The 
powder is 100% natural and so safe that food 
grade Diatomaceous Earth can actually be 
eaten. Dust your hens with the DT powder and 
use a liberal amount in your nest boxes so that 
every time your hens get in to lay, they are 
self-medicating. 
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...and finally

Margot and Darcy...
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From time to time we collect hens that 
we feel for one reason or another are not 
suitable for immediate rehoming. Hens such 
as Margot and Darcy stay with our amazing 
poorly carers. Named after ballet dancers; 
Margot Fontayne and Darcy Bussell, they 
arrived from different farms, with almost 
identical disabilities. Both hens had previously 
fractured a leg which had healed but not in 
the normal position, giving the impression of 
doing an arabesque!

Both hens lead active and happy lives and are 
not held back by their disabilities, far from it. 
As soon as the poorly coop is opened in the 
morning these two (now firm friends) make a 
beeline for the lawn and love nothing more 
than to dust bathe and spread their wings in 
the sunshine. They seem to realise that each 
is safe with the other. 

As for pirouettes, they’ve not quite mastered 
them yet...
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TO SET UP A REGULAR DIRECT DEBIT: Please complete this form, and return it to: British Hen Welfare 
Trust, Hope Chapel, Rose Ash, South Molton, EX36 4RF

Title:
Home Address:

Postcode:

Tel: Email:

First Name: Surname:

I enclose a:  Cheque     Postal Order     Charity Voucher  
OR debit my: Visa  MasterCard  Visa Debit  
Card Number:                                   /                                 /                               /
Valid from:                  /                            Expiry Date:                /                          Issue No:

Security code:                       Name on card: 
Signature:                                                                             Date:

IF YOU’D PREFER TO GIVE A ONE-TIME GIFT PLEASE FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW OR SCAN THE QR CODE

       (Maestro only)

(Made payable to 
British Hen Welfare Trust) 

TICK THE BOX AND YOUR DONATION COULD BE WORTH 25% MORE
If you are a UK Tax payer, for every £1 you give, the BHWT can receive 25 pence  
from the Inland Revenue at no extra cost to you. All you need to do is tick the box.

 YES! I want to Gift Aid my donation and any donations I make in the future or have made in the past 4 years to the British 
Hen Welfare Trust. I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount 
of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.
Please notify the BHWT if you: want to cancel this declaration; change your name or home address; or no longer pay sufficient tax on your 
income and/or Capital Gains. N.B. If you pay Income Tax at the higher or additional rate and want to receive the additional tax relief due to 
you, you must include all your Gift Aid donations on your Self-Assessment tax return or ask HM Revenue and Customs to adjust your tax code.

Please indicate your preferred monthly donation date and amount:

YOUR BANK/BUILDING SOCIETY DETAILS:

1st of every month

Bank/Building Society Name:

Address:

Amount:

Account Holder:
Branch Sort Code:
Account Number:

£5 £10 £15 £20 Other [please specify] £

15th of every month

Instructions to your bank or building society to 
pay by direct debit:
Please pay the British Hen Welfare Trust from the account 
detailed in this instruction subject to the safeguards assured 
by the Direct Debit guarantee. I understand that this instruction 
may remain with the British Hen Welfare Trust and, if so, details 
will be passed electronically to my bank or building society.

Service User Number: 8  4  0  8  1  8

Signature:
Date:

Banks and building societies may not accept Direct Debit instructions for some types of account.

Date:

®


